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Who are we and who are Mencap?

Sam - Head of HR Shared Services, worked within HR for the last 14 years across many sectors

5th largest UK Charity by employees with revenues of £203.8m *

8900 employees, over 6000 regularly provide support across England, Wales and NI to over 5000 PWLD

Mencap provides campaigning and community engagement to the 1.4m people in the UK with a learning disability

Advice lines requiring call centres and specialist advice which helped with over 13k calls last year..

* Figures from the charity commission for 17/18

Angela - People Director of Mencap. 20 years in HR/OD in private, civil service and non-profit



A large charity and the challenges are large too…
turnover of colleagues, 20% at Mencap, (34.8% sector wide)*

*(source : Skillsforcare (www.nmds-sc-online.org.uk)

Highly dispersed ‘field based’ workforce

Working in a regulated, highly paper based way and often in poor areas of reception

Acute financial pressures

Revenue Cost

Between 2010 and 2020 60p out of every £1 has been 
lost in providing local care services

NLW - 38p increases translated to £3.2m additional cost 
to Mencap to provide the same service



Brother from another mother, (or sister from another mister) - HR 
and IT working together



Deal with similar challenges, IT is the data, HR is the people.

first to third line support

business partners

specialist expertise

strategic enablers

Essential to work together to add more value

more systems in use

user self service and working digitally

greater use of data across a business

consumerisation of ‘tech’

processes, eg Starters, Changes, Leavers

Better together

Brother from another mother, (or sister from another mister) - HR 
and IT working together



Collaboration through 
Robot Process 

Automation (RPA)
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Not this..

What is it? (and what it isn’t)

nor this…

Lets break it down…

So what does it actually look like?

Robotic are entities which mimic human actions are called Robots.

A Process is a sequence of steps which lead to meaningful activity. For 
example, the process of making tea or changing the reporting lines of a 
member of staff..

Automation is any process which is done by a robot without human 
intervention
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So what does this mean and why did we care?

David Moss (Blue Prism CTO and Co-Founder) quotes “the opportunity is to take 
the robot out of the human, not the human out of the business.”

Resulting in these sort of challenges:-

• Teams are doing repetitive tasks “I’m called an HR advisor, I’m just an admin..!” 

• Time away from customer 

• Resources are tight – having to skilled resource on essential, not optional tasks

• Poor job satisfaction

• Volume of work is increasing for the team

• Data accuracy decreases due to volume of repetitive tasks
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RPA software can help any part of a business that has a large number of 
repetitive tasks and processes...

Identified within Payroll, HRSS, L&D, AP, AR and Mailroom 11,000 tasks. 952 
hours per month. 6 FTE of work



How did we do this? (and at no additional cost to Mencap)



Taking the robot out of the human

Good work agenda at Mencap: technology increases the productive capacity of the human workforce

Reskilling agenda - how the human workforce will interact with machines

Intelligent automation changing how work will be redefined:

• the outputs and problems the workforce solves, not the activities and tasks executed

• the teams and relationships people engage and motivate, not the subordinates they supervise

• the tools and technologies that both automate work and augment the workforce to increase

productivity and enhance value to customers

• the integration of development, and experiential learning into the day-to-day



Talent strain and change journey

Demographic trends - pool of available talent shrinking. By 2028 - up to 8 million fewer workers in Europe 

CIPD ageing workforce megatrends report: increasing life expectancy not matched with extended working 
lives. 

• Baby boomers are retiring 2 years earlier than in 1950's. Younger demographic are spending longer in 
education – labour shortage

Grow your own RPA talent – external labour scarce and expensive

Widespread perception that automation may eliminate jobs. 74% in Deloitte survey believe workforce is 
supportive/highly supportive of their intelligent automation strategy.

• Our own colleagues to date are very positive 



Takeaways / conclusions

Collaboration is key – cross functional agile team

Identify via your strategic workforce planning whether you need a robotic 

workforce/digital worker to enhance your human potential and to future proof your 

organisation

Grow your own RPA talent – doesn’t need to be someone within IT

Discuss it at the highest levels of the organisation

Engage the teams who will be using a digital worker

Thank you for listening. Any questions


